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Echoes in the Deep
Strange Nuclear emissions emanate from an undersea Trench,

and the U.S.S. Whitaker carries an elite team of experts to investigate.

The South Sandwich Trench (SST) is 965 kilometers long, and 8.4 kilometers (5.25 miles) deep. Naval satellites have 
detected nuclear signals at impossible depths, and fear that a foreign nation has developed a submarine more devastating 
than the U.S.’s own. The U.S.S. Whitaker, a Virginia-class nuclear submarine, only has a diving depth of  900 meters. To 
explore the trench and investigate the signals, a deep-diving submersible, like the Deapsea Challenger, has been retrofitted 
to attach to the hull. The submersible is certified to depths of  10 km. The investigators are research scientists from an 
Ivy League university and their deep-sea-diving pilots.

The mythos

The Mythos is felt through its effects, rather than through direct encounter. The SST is the new spawning ground of  
Gla’aki, and the radioactive emissions are a byproduct of  its reproductive cycle. Ensign Rumsey, a junior officer in the 
navigation department, has brought a copy of  the folio The Revelations of  Gla’aki, which subconsciously aids his naviga-
tion attempts to find the fiendish deity. As the sub gets closer, crewmen succumb to Gla’aki’s dream-pull (KRB, 319) and 
want to become servants of  Gla’aki. The Whitaker’s fate depends on who succumbs, what actions they take, and if  the 
investigators can prevent them. 

The events

As the scenario begins The Whitaker leaves Norfolk, Virginia, after receiving the investigators and their attached submers-
ible. The sub is extremely claustrophobic, and those not used to its conditions must make a SAN roll every morning. 
SAN loss is minimal at first (0/1d2), but worsens for each failed SAN roll: 1/1d3 after first failure, 1/1d4 after next, 
then 1/1d6, 1/1d8, and culminating with 1/1d10. There isn’t a psychologist aboard to help regain Sanity points. It takes 
nine days to reach the SST, and because of  the sensitive nature of  the expedition the vessel never rises during the voy-
age. The crew keeps to itself  but the officers will converse with the investigators at meals and passing each other in the 
hallways. Commanding Officer McCabe (Intimidate 75%) is stern but congenial to his guests. The other officers – you 
should name them – are polite and inquire about the investigators’ vocations. Rumsey is also polite, but always brings the 
topic back to arriving at the trench and searching for the radiation signal.

 Track the investigators’ Sanity points during the voyage, but don’t subject them to Gla’aki’s dream-pull. It takes 
nine days for the vessel to travel from the Norfolk Naval Shipyards in Virginia to the Falkland Islands, then another day 
to arrive at the trench. Rumsey (POW 75, Magic points 15) finishes his initial reading of The Revelations of  Gla’aki on the 
second day, and on the third day casts Green Decay (KRB, 233) on an unsuspecting crewman. He repeats this once a day 
for the rest of  the voyage. Symptoms aren’t noticeable until the following day. The medical corpsman has no idea what 
causes this. On the fourth day Captain McCabe succumbs to the dream-pull. He stops eating with the other officers and 
remains in the Control Room hovering over the sonar operators. Later, Rumsey passes McCabe the folio and he retreats 
to the ship’s office to make an initial reading. Are the investigators lucky enough to see this?

Arriving at the trench, remind the investigators that the submarine hangs like a child’s toy over miles and miles 
of  water. The crew scans for the radiation signals. The researchers have the deep-sea submersible and a smaller “drone” 
submarine on a tether, both outfitted with Geiger counters. McCabe is maddeningly methodic in scanning the trench. 
More crewmen become “sick,” more die, and more fall under the sway of  Gla’aki’s dream-pull. Those affected stand flat 
against the bulkhead, hoping one of  Gla’aki’s spines will pierce both the sub and them. Eventually the crew locates the 
center of  the emissions. McCabe and Rumsey suddenly lose interest and return to the ship’s office to study the folio. The 
investigators explore the depths in their deep-diving submersible. The crewmen and the researchers stay in contact over 
radio, and as events progress, the challenge of  accurately describing events on their end should be played up. More of  
the crew line up against the bulkheads; some want to descend into the trench, which is much too deep for the Whitaker. 
The researchers arrive at the 6,000-meter mark, where the nuclear emissions seem most concentrated… Unfortunately 
for them, Gla’aki is intolerant of  trespassers.

Around this time, McCabe triggers a torpedo detonation while still in its tube. The forward half  of  
the Whitaker explodes, and very quickly begins sinking. The crewmen, still on the bridge, suddenly have to deal 
with irradiated water flooding into their compartments. They likely run towards the rear of  the vessel, as it 
begins sinking into the depths of  the trench. Captain McCabe happily goes down with his ship. The research-
ers may attempt a rescue, or begin returning to the surface. Either way, the Whitaker is lost, and Gla’aki hunts 
for victims in the deep.

Keeper’s To-Do List and Helpful Links

Name the NPCs. In 2017 submarine crews include men and women.
For a more undersea-zombie feel have some of  the crew pressed up against the bulk-
head become servants of  Gla’aki.
http://i.imgur.com/ET3e6.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deepsea_Challenger#/media/File:Deepsea_challenger_
deep-diving_submersible_DVC1.svg
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